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ABOUT ME

SKILLS

A fantasy and science fiction author turned developer,
experienced with both frontend and backend technologies.

UI:
HTML | CSS | LESS

PROJECTS
WATER MY PLANTS, Backend & React II Developer
Backend Repo | Frontend Repo
Water My Plants is a web application which allows for users to
register and login to a personal account, wherein they are able to
manage a list of owned plants (species, names, watering
frequency).
Backend Tech: NodeJS | Express | bcrypt.js | JWT | knexJS |
PostgreSQL | Jest | Supertest
Frontend Tech: ReactJS | Context | Axios (with token auth) | ReactRouter-Dom | Styled-Components | Figma | Zeit CLI
Tasks:
(BACKEND)
Built out tables and seed data with knexJS
Set up endpoints (registration, login, etc.) following REST
principles
Implemented security protocols for registration and login
routes using JWT and bcrypt.js to hash passwords
(FRONTEND)
Used contextAPI on frontend to manage state
Built out protected routes to use in conjunction with ReactRouter-Dom, to protect visibility of potentially data-sensitive
routes
Designed team UI for frontend and landing page (using Figma)
DISTANCE FITNESS, UI Developer
Marketing Page Repo | Deployed Site
Distance Fitness is a web application which serves as a fitness
journal for users.
Tech Used: HTML | LESS | Git | GitHub | Netlify | Trello
Tasks:
Created UI templates for team to choose between
Created a fully responsive landing and about page, including
the Distance Fitness logo and text content

DEVIN GRAHAM

LANGUAGES/LIBRARIES &
FRAMEWORKS:
JavaScript | React | Redux |
NodeJS | Jest | Supertest |
React Testing Library |
Express | SQL | KnexJS | PHP |
Laravel | Symfony | Python
OTHER TECH & SKILLS:
SQLite3 | PostgreSQL | Trello |
Asana | Figma | Git | GitHub |
Zeit CLI | Heroku | Agile and
Scrum workflows

PROFESSIONAL
EXPERIENCE
JellyWhat, PHP Developer
09/2019 – 11/2019
Fort Walton Beach, FL
Implemented small bug
fixes, assigned tasks to
other employees via Asana,
and built out features for
the company's “point-ofsale” repo.

EDUCATION
Lambda School - Graduated,
Full-Stack Web Development
12/2019 – present | Remote
Lambda School is highly
immersive (full-time,
40+hrs/week), 9 month
accelerated program, with its
primary focus being on
teaching its students jobspecific development skills,
including computer science,
software engineering, and
web development.
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